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R AYTEK Lighting, Signs & 

Electrical specializes in all 

types of commercial and    

industrial lighting and      

signage for customers in the 

greater Phoenix, Arizona    

area.  Founded in 2009 by 

Chris Perry and Ramon 

Jimenez, RAYTEK provides        

lighting maintenance for      

interior and exterior         

 

buildings and parking lots,  

sign installation and energy 

efficient lighting retrofits.   

With over twenty years of 

combined electrical, lighting 

and sign industry experience 

as well as an L-11 Electrical 

Contractor’s License, RAYTEK 

maintains its dedication to 

customer service and quality 

work.   
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Working with large retail chains and restaurants, including a recent 

signage job of over 35 coffee shops in the Phoenix area, RAYTEK 

needed a more effective solution to their material handling needs.  

The challenge of moving oversized crates full of light fixtures, signage 

and electrical materials between storage areas and company vehicles 

prompted the need for a reliable forklift.     

 

“We did our research, talking to six forklift manufacturers before   

deciding on Doosan,” says Perry.  “We had an idea of what we    

wanted and we were looking for a supplier that would continue to     

support us.  We immediately liked Doosan forklifts and Reliable    

Forklift Sales.  Just like us, Reliable has a very strong focus on         

customer service and maintaining a good working relationship with 

its customers.”   

 

Perry worked with  Vic Villont, Area Sales Manager at Reliable Forklift 

Sales, and selected the operator-friendly Doosan G25 lift truck.   They 

added a side shifting fork positioner to handle various sized loads of 

signage and electrical materials.   

“Our Doosan forklift easily moves 

very large sign crates.  The side 

shifting fork positioner really helps 

our productivity.  It allows us to 

pick up and move materials much 

faster and easier than before.” 

Chris Perry, Co-Owner 

RAYTEK Lighting, Signs & Electrical 

“Reliable Forklift Sales was            

incredibly helpful to us, loaning us a 

forklift to use before our new one 

arrived.  They offer outstanding  

service and always make sure our 

Doosan is taken care of.  We are 

very pleased with our new Doosan 

forklift and with Reliable Forklift 

Sales,” notes Chris Perry, Co-Owner, 

RAYTEK Lighting, Signs & Electrical.   


